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The significance of delinquency Is most easily seen
when the problem of Its causation Is raised. It Is readily
apparent that whatever else it Is, delinquency Is a phenom¬
enon of our social organization, so much so, that It is
often asked whether we are concerned with a delinquent cul¬
ture or a delinquent person* There is abxindant evidence for
the former* This evidence may be described In specific terms*
Delinquency may be regarded as a phase of a machine
culture. The turn of the century brought a new age of science
and machinery, with it came a new age of problems. Machines
began to do for man the things which had been accomplished
only by the toll of his own hand and mind. He found himself
with more time at his disposal, more complex wants, more em¬
phasis on the material commodities and In general a ** stej^d
up" social world. Modem life became the age of challenge.
The spiritual values were replaced by the apparently omnipo¬
tent Ivire of the machine. With no respect for the varying
values of the old, the tired, and the traditional, only the
new was acclaimed to have worth. This period of change en¬
gendered factors of stress and conflict. Growth and change
mean that there are factors both radical and conservative,
that there are strivings of the old against the new, and
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that there are stresses of the future upon the past* This
struggle Is not only a struggle which goes on In society,
hut It goes on dally within the Individual himself* Some¬
times the Indlvldxial Is victorious and sometimes he Is defeat¬
ed In harmonizing his own needs with those of society* If his
failure to hamonlze takes form which we classify as delin -
quent behaviour, he becomes classified as a delinquent or crim¬
inal depending upon his age* The Increasing amount of crime
and delinquency gives evidence that man has not experienced a
natural socialization and prex>aratlon for this modem life*
In his report submitted to Governor Murray D* Van Wag-
gonner, asking for an increase of state funds for the preven¬
tion of Juvenile delinquency and crime as a part of Michigan's
1
National Defense Effort, Professor Lowell J* Carr, director of
the Michigan Child Guidance Institute, called attention to the
fact that studies made In Clinton, Branch, and other coimtles.
Indicated that from three to ten per cent of Michigan's school
population could be identified as problem or pre-delinquent
children* Professor Carr further called attention to the fact
that the annual cost of handling the cases of 5,000 boys and
girls who passed through the eighty-three Juvenile courts of
the state was $ 1,100,000, averaging ^ 220.00 a case$ and
To maintain and operate eighty-three Jails
cost the tax payers another $ 1,100,000 a year* To
1
News Dispatch* Kalamazoo Gazette,( January 28,1941),
p*l*
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support the state police and to pay for crime con¬
trolling functions of the circuit courts cost sui
estimated $ 1,250,000* The crime control portions
of the budget of the police departments In 114 cities
and towns exceeds $ 10,000,000* The state's prisons
cost over $ 3,000,000 In 1937-38.1
According to Professor Carr's report, the ” visible
costs” of crime and delinquency total approximately f 16,500,
000 per year In the state of Michigan*
Delinquency Is a blight of American adolescence. In
other countries children pass from childhood Into adulthood
with comparative ease, but In our country we have prolonged
the period of adolescence and growing up. We have given the
child a period of time In which to orient himself Into an
adult world. In his adolescence he Is familiarizing himself
with his newly developed body functions; he Is being disillu¬
sioned, building new hopes and developing different attitudes
towards the things which have been a part of him and life It-
self^ He Is attempting to satisfy his newly felt urges, de¬
sires and drives* Healy and Bronner say, " In human beings
there are urges, desires and drives seeking satisfaction
through various modes of self expression, and delinquency Is
2
one mode of self expression."
The research carried on by Clifford Shaw, one of the
more recent sociologists In the field of research In delln-
Ibld*, p* 4.
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William Healy and Augusta Bronner, New Light on De -
llnquency and Its Treatment ( New Haven, 1926), p. 200*
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quency, seems to point rather conclusively to the fact that
delinquents are products of their successive social experiences,
or as he states It,
Delinquencies are a product of growth and develop¬
ment, a process of stunmatlon, which has Its origin In
the process of Interaction between the Individual and
the situation to which he Is responsive. Viewed from
this standpoint, a delinquent act Is a part of a dyna¬
mic life process, which can be tmderstood only In re¬
lation to the sequence of experiences and to the social
world of which he is a part.^
To attempt to xinderstand the delinquent act without
first understanding the individual would be useless. Just as it
would be useless to attempt to understand the individual with¬
out first Tinderstanding the social world in which he lives, and
his community.
The community precedes the child and defines behavior
for him in relation to his biological urges and Impulses. The
child is not born a delinquent. The grown-ups who make up
society control his world. It is their responsibility to keep
him out of situations which would make him a delinquent. He
may be born defective or handicapped, but not delinquent*
Since maladjustment comes to social expression mainly
In the leisure time of the child, peculiar emphasis falls on
the community's arrangement for the leisure time of children.
Because of the bearing of wholesome recreation on morale, this
whole matter became of Increasing Importance as the nation
1
Clifford R. Shaw and Henry D. McKay, " Social Factors
In Juvenile Delinquency," Report on the Causes of Crime ( Wash¬
ington, 1939), p. 347.
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girded. In 1940, to meet the challenge of the totalitarian
powers*
James £. Rogers says, " leisure Is a blessing or a
curse." If used properly It leads to culture* If abused It
leads to delinquency* To use leisure wisely Is a matter of
definite training and discipline* It Is essentially a problem
In education and with the more rapid progress In mechanical In¬
ventions, affecting our dally lives, the school must In practice
as well as In theory, make the wise use of leisure one of the
cardinal principles of Instruction*
It must bo recognized. In directing the growth of chil¬
dren, that the school Is only one of a number of forces that
Influences them* The home, the motion picture, the church, the
street ( Including the beachfront ), newspaper, radio, books,
magazines, and their associates In community groups, all exert
more or less Influence on the child's development* Many times
the Influences exerted by these different forces conflict*
Many times the school encoxuiters difficulty In accomplishing de¬
sirable out-comes because of other Influences* Even so the
school has the major responsibility for the education of the
children and should attempt to coordinate the various forces
that bear on them to the end that optimum out-comes In desir¬
able thoughts, feelings, and action will be realized*
^ James E* Rogers, " American Education and Recreation,"
High School Teacher, VII ( October, 1931), p* 452*
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Purpose of The Study
The purpose of this study is to find the actual inter¬
ests of the Galveston Negro children; to find out hov the chil*
dren spend their leisure hours; to furnish material to the
Galveston Recreational Coninilttee to aid in planning a program of
recreational activities to meet the needs and interests of Gal¬
veston Negro boys and girls*
It is expected that this study will aid (1) in giving
valuable information as to out-of-school activities and inter¬
ests of Galveston Negro youth, (2) in realizing closer correla¬
tion between school activities and out-of-school activities,
(3) in creating better guides for various organizations dealing
with youth in Gsdveston, and (4) in giving information which
may be valuable in the promotion of better community recreation.
Scope and Limitation
The areas considered are designated as I, II, III. Area
I represents those children living east of 26th Street; Area
II represents the children between 27th and 36th Streets inclu¬
sive, and Area III represents those children who live west of
37th street.
JL
A total of 667 questionnaires were filled in by 314 boys
and 353 girls. Two hundred and fifty-three boys and 309 girls
represent the sample taken from Central High School, 26 girls
and 24 boys represent the sample taken from George W. Carver
7
Elementary School and 20 girls and 28 boys represent the sample
taken from the Booker T, Washington School p 7 boys selected
from out-of-achool youths with whom the' writer had previous con¬
tact*
The findings of this study are based on stated interests
rather then tested interests and it is possible that many of the
interests stated do not give a true picture of the real interests
of the children* Since the children were asked to sign their
names to the questionnaires, it is possible that statements con¬
cerning where they spend their leisure hours may also be incor¬
rect.
The final conclusions in this study can not be drawn be¬
cause the sampling of pupils is too limited and the technique is
inadequate.
Method of Securing Data
In studying the Negro population of Gralveston, the
writer found certain areas with a high concentration of Negroes*
In these areas questionnaires were given to the upper grades of
the elementary schools, to all the high school pupils and to
a group of out-of-school youths with whom writer had had pre¬
vious contact*
The questionnaire included seven main parts, namely,
(1) reading as an Interest, (2) sport activities, (5) group
activities, (4) activities of individual Interest, (5) vaca-
8
tlon and holiday experiences, (6) activities desired but not
provided , and (7) boy and girl activities*
CHAPTER II
GALVESTON AS A COMMUNITY
The city of Galveston, called the " Port and Play-
grotmd of the Southwest,” Is located on Galveston Island, which
lies two miles off the shores of Texas* This Island Is thirty
miles long and five miles wide* The city of Galveston covers
7*8 square miles with a population of 103,450 as of JEuiuary 1st,
1945* This Is an Increase over the 1940 census of 60,862, com¬
posed of 40,842 native bom whites, 4,511 foreign born whites,
15,432 Negroes and 77 persons of other races* The larger part
of Galveston Is Galveston County which Is located on the main¬
land Edd has an area of 395 square miles and a population In
1
excess of 100,000 people*
History of Galveston
Lasalle discovered the Island In 1686 and named It St*
Louis In honor of his French Sovereign, but It remained un¬
occupied except by roving bands of Indians known as the Caron-
kaways* Early In the Eighteenth Century all of Mexico, Texas
Included, passed Into possession of Spain, and In 1777 the Is¬
land was occupied temporarily by troops of Count Bernardo de
Galvez, Governor General of the Spanish possessions In America,
known as the province of Louisiana* In honor of the Spanish
Galveston Chamber of Commerce, Facts and Figures
about Galveston ( Galveston, 1945 ), p*l*
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nobleman, the island was given the name Galvez, being changed
in later years to Galveston* Jean Lafitte, the notorious
pirate chief, claimed Galveston for his headquarters in 1816
and made it a rendezvous for his ships and men until his de¬
predations on the Spanish main embarrassed the Government of
the United States to such an extent that he was prevailed upon
in 1828 to remove his base of operations to a point further
1
southward* Ko sooner had the ships of Lafittee cleared from
the harbor than American pioneers began to arrive upon the is¬
land, and by 1830 a fair sized settlement had been established*
Galveston was the first city in the United States to
adopt the Commission form of City Government in 1900. Since that
date a number of other cities throughout the United States have
adopted the commission form of government, adapting the Galves-
2
ton plan to their own particular needs*
Economic Status of Galveston
The assessed valuation of the city of Galveston is
$ 56,296,716 and of Galveston County is # 77,674,893. For 1944
the tax rate was : city | 1.77; city schools * 65; state * 75;
county • 48, a total of # 3*65. The tax rate for Galveston
County which Includes the major part of the industrial area is
3
the second lowest in the entire state*
p* 3 •
^ 0P» clt*. p* 5 .
^ Op* eit.* p* 7.
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The trade territory served by the port of Galveston
includes all of Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas,
the western portions of Missouri, Arkansas and Louisiana.
This port, also, enjoys certain rate and volume advantages on
traffic moving to and from Arizonla, New Mexico, and Northern
Mexico. In peace time, the bulk of Galveston's export tonnage
consists of cotton, grain, flour, cottonseed meal, sulphur,
sugar, ores, metals, scrap iron and steel, carbon black and
other commodities. There are two and one-half miles of devel¬
oped channel frontage with the slip system making 6^^ miles of
dock frontage with 37 piers and 35 waterfront warehouses navl-
1
gable throughout the year.
Galveston is the second largest Customs District in the
2
nation, according to United States Department of Ccanmerce.
Normally, twenty-four covintrles maintain consular offices in
this city. The principal industries of metropolitan Galveston
consist of shipping, oil refineries, ship building, repairing
of docks, grain elevators, machine shops, cotton compresses,
breweries, flour and rice mills, chemical plants, tin smelter,
fishing and agriculture.
Being the county seat, the second largest Customs Dis¬
trict in the nation, and having 69 steamship services plying be¬
tween Galveston and 126 world ports, Galveston has had a large
1
Galveston Chamber of Commerce, Facts and Figures about
Galveston ( Galveston, 1945), p. 8.
^Ibid., p.3.
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number of foreign and domestic officials in residence* Among
these are persons employed by the city, state highway depart¬
ment, railroads, state agricultural department, steamship
companies, and labor unions* Other persons are working in the
schools, stores, hotels, taverns, garages, public services,
dock yards, industries, manufacturing establishments, and other
occupations*
At the time this study was made the city employed 13
Negro policemen, 32 Negroes in the government service, 1 Negro
in social work, 1 Negro in health education, and there were
other Negroes employed by the city as porters, watchmen, and
In various forms of unskilled labor* There are four Negro phy¬
sicians in Galveston, two Negro dentists, 1 Negro public health
nurse, 4 Negro insiirance companies employing 50 Negroes, five
Negro cafes, 12 Negro garages, 4 Negro grocery stores, 22 bar¬
ber shops, 62 beauty shops for Negroes, 2 public stenographers,
2 notaries public, and 1 Negro attorney* The Galveston School
Board employs a Negro physician, a dentist, and a nurse to ad-
1
minister to the needs of the Negro students*
Educational and Social Resources
There are 9 public schools for white with 6,158 pupils
and 285 Instructors; 3 Negro schools with 2,397 pupils Euid 90
instructors* There are 8 parochial schools with 1955 pupils
Statement by Leon A* Morgan, Resident, Galveston,
Texas, personal Interview, July 20th, 1945*
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and 68 Instructors. Galveston has three business colleges
with 502 students and 12 Instructors.
The State Medical College of the University of Teattis
Is also located here. It is rated one of the best medical
schools In the South. There are two colleges for nursing with
192 students.
There are two libraries. The Rosenberg Public Library
has 100,000 voltimes. This Includes the Negro branch of this
library located In the Central High School. There Is ,also,
the Medical College Library with 50,000 voliimes.
There are seventy-three churches representing all the
leading denominations. Of this number, 42 are Protestant, 7
Catholic, 2 Jewish, 2 Greek Orthodox, 5 non-sectarian, 6 mis¬
cellaneous missions and 29 of which are Negro.
The South’s Treasure Island, on the Gulf of Mexico,
with Its white sandy beaches, offers surf-bathing facilities
and attracts over 750,000 tourists to Galveston annually.
Stewart Beach, the newest municipal playground, also provides
for skating, tennis, shuffle-board, dancing, softball, and other
recreational activities. The beachfront for Negroes lacks re¬
creational facilities.
Fishing Is one of the principal sports of this great
city. Offats Bayou on the west side of the Island Is one of the
many Ideal spots for this form of recreation as well as for
camping.
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There are six playgrounds and parks, covering 50 acres,
one of this number is for Negroes* There are fifteen recrea¬
tional workers including two part-time Negro workers*
CHAPTER III
THE RECREATIONAL INTERESTS AND NEEDS OP
NEGRO CHILDREN IN GALVESTON, TEXAS
It is the purpose of this chapter to present the nature
of leisure time activities of 353 Negro girls said 314 Negro
hoys* All data presented In this chapter have been tsdcen from
the returned questionnaires of a total of 667 Negro children*
The following general divisions will be presented In
the order named: (1) Reading as an Interest, (2) Sport Acti¬
vities, (3) Group Activities, (4) Activities of Individual In¬
terest, (5) Vacation and Holiday Experiences, (6) Recreational
Activities Desired, and (7) Places frequented by couples*
Reading as an Interest
The question of outside reading could very easily be an
Individual study* The Information compiled here Is done so mere¬
ly to give an overall picture of what nor youth read axid to get
an Idea as to who Is responsible for their selection* The tables
In this section attempt to reveal Information concerning reading
of news, magazines, literature, and concerning the persons re¬
sponsible for the selection of reading materials*
Table I shows the rank order of Interests In news Items*
Sixty per cent of the boys In this study expressed an Interest In
sport news, iflalch ranked first In a list of eight Items* Forty
eight per cent of the girls expressed an Interest In stories*
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TABLE I
RANK ORDER OP INTERESTS OF NEGRO CHILDREN IN VARIOUS TYPES OP NEWS
Types of , Negro Boys Negro Girls
News At>ai 3 II ArftA HI Ares^I Area Ars HHH
R F R P R p R P R P R P
Soorts 1 OTi, 1 AO . 1 2 55 2 93 2 34
Foreign 5> Ifl RQ R 14 . 47 17 5 . 1^5
Stories X RQ 2 15 1 39 1 96 1 35
Education 4 A SR a.s A S 22 S 49 3 25
Business A fi 17 4^R 8 9 7 17 6 10
Local A R R 27 4^5 A 7*5 A 4 39 4 13
Domestic •7 R A Q 7 6 5 10 A 9 5 12
Adv.




Thlrty>one different magazines were mentioned in the
returns from the boys* Life Magazine was the favorite among
the boys with 55 per cent mentioning it as a preference* If
magazines of similar construction are to be considered as a
single type, it can easily be observed from Table 2 that
picture magazines are the favorite among boys*
TABLE 2
RANK OREER OF FAVORITE MAGAZINES AS EXPRESSED
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Twenty-nine different magazines were mentioned In
the tabulations taken from the girls* True Story ranked
hipest* Fifty-one per cent indicated this type of story




RANK ORDER OF FAVORITE MGAZINES AS EXPRESSED
































Table 4 shows the rank order of the various types of
literature In each area soaong boys and girls* Less than 50
per cent of either the boys or girls expressed an Interest In
any type of literature* Of the 45 per cent of girls and the
33 per cent of boys who expressed an Interest In literature?
poetry, novels and drama ranked highest In the three areas
studied, the one exception being area I, where natural and
technical science ranked highest*
Table 5 shows the rank order of persons responsible
for the selection of various books and magazines* According
to the tabulations, it is evident that our Negro boys and
girls have had no effective guidance from teachers In the
selection of reading material* Fifty per cent of the entire
group said that their selections were due to their own guidance*
TABLE 4
RANK DRIER OF NEGRO CHILDREN PARTICIPATING IN READING ACTIVITIES
OP VARIOUS TYPES OP LITERATURE
Types of
Reading
Negro Boys Negro Girls




p R P R P a P R P R P
1 15 5 22 5.5 6 6 9 5 16 5 6
Technical
Science 2 13 4 23 5*5 6 7 6 7 8 6 4
Novels 3 12 2 45 1 18 1 44 3 74 2 33
Drama 4*5 10 3 37 3 16 2 41 2 77 33 29
Poetry 4«5 10 1 46 2 17 3 32 1 84 1 43
Social
Science 6*5 6 6 19 4 13 4 12 4 48 4 13
Biography 6*5 6 7 14 7 5 8 1 6 11 7.5 3
Prose 8 1 8 10 5 11 8 6 7.5 3
* R stands for Rank
P stands for Frequency
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TABLE &
PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SELECTION
OP VARIOUS READING MATERIALS
Negro Boys Negro Girls
Person Area I Area II Area III Area I Area 11 Area III
R P R P R P R P R P R P
Self 1 23 1 56 1 20 1 46 1 101 1 45
Friend 2.5 4 5 2 4 8 2 10 5 24 3 8
Bfidther oi
Sister 2.5 4 4 23 5 7 4 3 4 17 5 2
Parent 4 3 2 27 2 15 3 8 2 46 2 25
Teacher 5 2 3 24 3 11 5 1 5 12 4 5
Table 6 shows the percentage of Negro children partici¬
pating In various sports# Prom Table 6 several points may be
Included : (1) baseball Is the most popular activity among the
boys and girls questioned; (2) seven activities are outstand¬
ingly popular among boys and girls. These activities. In order
of rank are x baseball, bicycle riding, swimming, skating, dancing
basketball and table tennis.
TABLE 6
PERCENTAGES OF NEGRO CHILDREN PARTICIPATING IN
VARIOUS SPORTS
Sports Negro Boys Negro Girls
Area I Area II Area III Area T Araa JT M.TT
R 1% .H.... R % LI %
Baseball 83.7 1 74 1 70.6 1 54.9 4 69.3 1 73 2
Biking 62.1 2: 66.9 5 65.5 2 73.6 1 56.4 2 70.5 1
Swimming 54 3 67.7 2 60.3 3 26.3 6 22 6 23 8
Skating 45.9 4 53.9 4 60.3 3 58.7 3 47.8 4 60.2 4
Dancing 35.1 5 43.3 7 56.8 5 64.x 2 51 3 71.7 3
Basket¬
ball 32.4 6 50.3 5 51.7 6 19.8 7 19.8 7 21.7 9
Table
Tennis 27 7 44.1 6 48.2 7 30.7 5 38.1 5 55.1 5
Track 18.9 8 21.2 8 20.6 10 7.6 10 3.7 10 8.9 10
Tennis 13.7 9 19.6 9 34.4 8 7.7 9 17.7 8 28.2 6
Foot-ball 13.7 9 10.2 10
Volley-
Ball 5.4 11 18.8 10 18.9 11 15.3 8 17.7 9 28.1 7
Pool 23.6 11
Croquet 15.7 13 1.2 9
Boxing 15.7 13
Ck>lf 23.6 11
Hikes 7 15 1.2 9
Bad¬
minton 7 15 1.2 9
Marbles 7 15
Horse
Shoes 7 15 \
TABLE 7
PARTICIPATING PERCENTAGES OP CHILKiEN IN GROUP ACTIVITIES
Group Nef^ro Boys Negro Girls
Activities Area 1 Area 11 Area 111 Area I Area II Area III
R T" R R % R
band 22.2 1 22.8 3 22.4 2 8.7 5 6.4 5 12.9 5
Music Club 18.9 2 25.9 1 24.1 1 12.0 2 17.8 2 28.5 2
Parties ie.2 ? 25.1 2 22.4 2 30.7 1 41.0 1 44.1 1
Student Government lGt2 ? 15.7 6 10.3 5 9.8 4 5.9 8 11.6 6
airplane Club 16.2 5 3.1 IS 1.0 17
flithietic Club 10,8 6 .7 16. 3-4 11 8.7 5 4.8 10. 5.1 9.
Orchestra 8.1 7 17.3 5 10.3 5. 5.4 7 14.5 4 15.5 4
Boy Scouts 5,4 ?, 7.8 8 3.4 11.
Chemistry Club 5,4 8. 5.9 11 .5 17.
Art Club 2,7 la 18.8 4 18.9 4 2.1 11. 5.9 8. 7.7 8
Olee Club 10.12.5 7 6.8 8 9.8 4 14.9 3 16.8 3
Biology diub -2^7 10 * 2*3 13 1.0 17
Handicraft 2t7 10 . .7 16 9.8 4 4.8 10. 3.8 12
Literary Blub 2.7 10 . 5.5 10 5.1 9 3,2. 9 1.6 16 3.8 12
Dramatic Club 7.0 9 8*6 7 10.9 3 6.4 5. 11.6 6.Math* club 1.5 14 1.7 13.
Social club 1.5 14 2,1 r 6.4 3.8 12.
Travel Club i7 16 2.1 IS. 12.
Camera Club liL. 16 1.7 13. 4.3 8 2.1 b.i
■
'"5"
boys * Club .7 16 5.1 9
Pirst Aid 1.7 13 2.1 11. .5 17 1.2 16
Girls beserve 3.2 9 3.2 12 5.1 9.
courtesy: Club 2.1 11. 2.1 13. 1.2 16.
Scrapbook Club 1.0 17 1.2 16.
Table 7 shows the participation percentages in various
group activities. Participation in group activities is not
generally popular among children in Galveston, if we are to
use the participation percentage as a gauge. Not more than
25 per cent take part in any one activity with the exception
of participation at parties.
Table 8 gives the percentage of participation in actl
vltles of Individual Interest. Cooking and sewing are popular
with girls. With the boys as a whole reading ranked first,
while with the girls as a whole visiting ranked first. Gener¬
ally speaking, the most popular activities as Indicated by 50
per cent participation were, in rank order, reading, photogra¬
phy and visiting. These interests were selected by children.
TABLE 8
PERCENTAGES OP CHILDREN PARTICIPATING IN ACTIVITIES
OP INDIVIDUAL INTEREST
Activities
of N»gro B( Negro Girls
Individual Area I Area II Area II] Area I Area II Area Ill
Interests R N R R R
Reading S4. 1 53.5 1 54.0 2 45.0 4 60 2 58.4 3
Photography 20. 2 35.4 3 59.4 1 45.0 4 42.7 5 49.3 6
Visiting 18. 3 37. 2 51.3 3 51.6 1 62.7 1 66.2 1
Cooking 8.6 4 18. 4 18.8 4 50.5 2 60 2 63.6 2
Making Planes 3.4 5
Collecting 3.4 5 4.7 5 5.5 5 6.5 6 6.4 6 5.; 6
Sewing 4.7 5 2.7 5 4 bO/T 4
Music 1.5 8 2.7 6. M 7 If? 7
Using Tools 2.3 7 i
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TABLE 9
PERCENTAGES OF CHILDREN TAKING PART IN POUR TYPES OP
VACATION AND HOLIDAY EXPERIENCES
Vacation Negro Boys Negro Girls
and
Holiday i .rea I Area II Area III Area I Area II Area III
Experience! 1
% R % R R % R % R R
Parties 32.7 1 52.7 2 83.7 1 53.8 2 52.9 2 71.4 1
Hikes 31J. 2 60.6 1 67*5 3 58.2 1 60 1 64.9 2
Concerts 2CC6 3 40*1 3 75*6 2 36.2 3 41.€ 3 49*2 3
Picnics 10*3 4 26*7 4 37*8 4 16.4 4 20.5 16.6 4
Vacation and Holiday Experiences
Among the 314 boys and the 353 girls, the degree of in¬
terest in these experiences as expressed on the questionnaire
was as follows : fifty-five per cent of the boys attended par¬
ties, 52 per cent went on hikes; 45 per cent attended concerts
and programs, and 24 per cent went on picnics; 60 per cent of t
girls went on hikes; 58 per cent attended parties; 39 per cent
attended concerts and programs, and 17 per cent went on plcnies.
Table 9 shows the percentages of children participating in
four types of vacation smd holiday experiences*
Activities of Saturday and Sunday Afternoons
Another type of vacation experience Is to be found in
the activities of Saturday and Sunday afternoons* Concerning
27
these activities, the writer found that the participation in
the three areas was almost identical both among boys and girls.
Table 16, therefore, will show the percentages of participa¬
tion among boys in all areas and the percentages of participa¬
tion among the girls in all three areas* Movies rank first in
both groups* Work ranks second among the boys and fourth
among the girls* Visiting is decidedly more popular among the
girls than it is with the boys*
1
Foreman is of the opinion that schools can not go very
far in influencing the use of leisure time of pupils because of
the factors in the home* Nevertheless, knowing how a boy spends
his time should help the school to shape its course of proce¬
dures more Intelligently. To this end, he prepared several
questions which were asked of a group of 175 boys ranging in
age from 12- 15 years* Els study reveals the fact that the nxan-
ber of different group activities at any one time except Sunday
afternoon, is small, not more than 13* The total number of
different activities was only 30* There was a large number of
boys who did housework for their mothers* The movies were not
as popular on Stinday as otherwise* There was little use made
of the parks, and the radio had not become so popular that it
claimed much attention* ^
^ W* 0* Foreman, " The Use Made of Leisure Time by
Junior High School Pupils," The Elementary School Journal,
Vol* XXVI { J\me, 1938), p*
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TABLE 10
PERCENTAGES OF CHILDREN PARTICIPATING IN
SATUREAY AND SUNDAY EXPERIENCES
Saturday and Boys In All Areas Girls In all Areas
Svinday Acti¬
vities R P R P
Movies 50.4 1 112 59,2 1 209
Work 45,9 2 102 26.0 4 92
Play 24.5 3 54 22,3 5 79
Church 23.4 4 52 40.7 2 144
Reading 8.5 5.5 19 13,5 7 48
Visiting 8.5 5.5 19 28,3 3 100
Taverns 3.6 7 8 3.9 10 14
Window Shopping 3.1 8 7 17.8 6 63
Parties 8,7 8 31
Home 7.9 9 28
Recreational Activities Desired
The boys and girls were asked to list the activities
that they would like to participate In more, but because of
Inadequate facilities were \mable to do so. The small per¬
centage of boys and girls who answered this question seemed to
Indicate that either they have failed to recognize the Inade¬
quacy to satisfy their recreational needs or that their recrea¬
tional desires are being satisfied In some other way. Table 11
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shows the rank order of the activities desired but unsatisfac¬
torily provided*
TABLE II
RANK OREER OF ACTIVITIES lESIRED BUT
UNSATISFACTORILY PROVIUED
Facilities Desired Boys in all Areas Girls in all Areas
Per cent Rank Per cent Rank
Swlramlnfi Pool 8.5 1 18.6 2
Skating Rink 7.1 2 22.6 1
Recreation Center 6.5 3 15.5 3
R.O.T.C. 5.8 4
Baseball Grounds 5.3 5 12.4 4
Y. M, C.A. 3.1 6
Dancing Pavllllon .9 7.5 11.6 5
Tennis Courts .9 7.5 10.4 6
The Places Frequented by Children
The most frequented place listed in the returns was the
movies. The four most popular places listed in their rank or¬
der were : movies, church, home, and i)arties.
CHAPTER IV
THE SCHOOL AND RECREATION
Educators recognize the need of " the worthy use of
leisure time " and many attempts are being made to relate the
school program to the hours spent out of school* This is a
big responsibility for the school as shown by Eugene T* Lies:
On the basis of figures recently Issued by the
United States Office of Education, namely, that the
average American school child In 1930 spent 17*7 days
In school. It can be computed that this means, on the
basis of five hours per day, that he spends only 9*85
per cent of his year*s time In school* He sleeps dur¬
ing 57*50 per cent, nine hours per night; and spends
8*53 per cent of his time at meals at the rate of 40
minutes each* These three Items total 55*68 per cent,
meaning that he has 44*32 per cent of free time, or
something over ten hours per day*^
To what extent will the parents recognize the guidance
that the child will need during this 44*32 per cent of his
time which Is free ? Kesselman suggests that little help can
be expected from the home*
Many of these constructive ethical values of work,
leisure, happiness, freedom and responsibility are no
longer taught In the home, not because the parent does
not want to teach them, but because the home has not
the opportunities for teaching them* The undesirable
values, such as work as a drudgery, leisure as canned
SLinusement, a happiness that can be bought and freedom
as license, have grown like weeds because the creative
values could not be cultivated in a barren, material
mad, social soll*^
Eugene T* Lies, The New Leisure Challenges the
Schools ( New York, 1935 ), p* 25*
2
William Kesselman, " Partners, Parents and Teachers,"
Nation*s School, XVI ( July- December, 1940), pp*49-52*
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Little seems to be expected from home and other com¬
munity factors as Tyler significantly said i
In the race between In-school and out-of-school
education, the odds are heavily against the class¬
room. When school Is pitted against the rest of the
environment In which boys and girls live. Its chances
of victory are extremely slight.^
Another handicap that enters Into the picture of leisure
time Is the outstsuidlng social problem of delinquency* One of
the fxindamental Issues confronting school systems today Is how
to stem the tide of delinquency and to provide substitutes for
the recreational time of many children who are today being
denied the chance to live wholesome and socially worthwhile
lives outside of school time*
Why does one boy delight In throwing stones through the
depot windows and another in playing baseball? Why should one
boy of eight, after being picked up three times In one week by
a patrolman, confess that his ambition Is to become a bank rob¬
ber, because the latter makes more money than a policeman ?
Why does another child of eight In the same Olty, appearing In
the same headline of the paper, dash Into blazing flames and
rescue a ten day old puppy ? Crime Is largely the result of
thwarting the natural play desires of children and, according
to Nash, ” our young. Instead of getting a thrill from legltl-
Kelth Tyler, " Significant Learning ”, Scholastic.
XXXVI ( March 4th, 1940 ), p. 31*
mate types of activities, t\irn to what the community called
delinquency*” ^
How to stem the tide of juvenile delinquency before It
materializes and results In crime Is Indeed a problem* Neumeyer
suggests:
It Is during the unoccupied hours after school or
after work that the boy. In search for adventure and
recreation frequently Indulges In undesirable activities,
because he Is not able to find normal outlet In super¬
vised recreation*^
If education Is to be successful. It must contribute to
the solution of problems of maladjustment existing In the socie¬
ty In which It has Its beli^, a fact emphasized by Sharman:
Educationists now recognize the fact that education
should help each Individual to develop to the highest
possible degree the talents with which he has been en¬
dowed: and that he must be provided. In a variety of
situation, with experiences which will enable him to ad¬
just to rapidly changing environment *3
Certainly, the school can not longer limit Its influ¬
ences to a few hours a day nor can the currlculxnn be limited to
the three R *s*
In the training for leisure, several elements are neces¬
sary* Trained leadership must organize challenglngly activities
of a high social order, such as music, art and nature study* In
1
Jay B* Nash, Administration of Physical Education
( New York, 1931), p* iW.
2
Martin H and Ester S* Neumeyer, Leisure and Recreation
( New York, 1936), p* 202.
3 Jackson Shaznnan, Introduction to Physical Education
( New York, 1934), p. 20*
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order that children may he challenged they must have some possi¬
bility of success and hence must develop some skills In various
lines* This again becomes the task of leadership* These are
the elements which the public has a right to expect from the
money which is put into public education*
The school can no longer be a formal Institution where
subject matter Is the imminent factor but it must become a
social environment where the child may learn through child
centered activities* Dewey stressed three main functions of
the school environment t
The first office of the social organ we call the
school, is to provide a simplified environment. It
selects the features which are fairly ftindamental and
capable of being responded to by the yoting*
In the second place, it is the business of the
school environment to eliminate, so far as possible,
the unworthy features of the existing environment from
influences upon mental habitudes* It establishes a
purified medium of action.
In the third place, it is the office of the school
environment to balance the various elements in the
social environment, and to see to it that each indivi¬
dual gets an opportunity to escape from the limitations
of the social groups in which he was born and to come
into living contact with a broader environment.^
It is significant that school authorities are looking at
such fields as music, art, handicraft, physical education and
nature study as essentials in an educational program. In such
a program many opportunities will be given for participation
p. 24.
1
John Dewey, Democracy and Education ( New York, 1916)
in activities with high leisure time values. As Neumeyer says,
" Education is not merely a preparation for life; it is life
itself."^
Lies continues in the same vein when he says, " Leisure
is living time,” He further states :
Leisure is choosing time* If its use can make or
break human beings, if education is Intended to help
people live on high levels and to the limit of their
capacities, and if there is so much living time over
against work time, then education must as never be¬
fore train people in choosing how they will use free
time.®
Education will, if these things are realized, be a life
process* Hours spent out-side of school will be part of the
educational process* Work can become play and play may become
a creative and joyous experience*
One of the clearest and most concise explanations of
ways in which the school can, through its dally program, edu¬
cate for leisure, is given by Morgan* The school can enrich
leisure :
1« By Introducing young people to a wide range of
life interests*
2* By teaching the use of books and libraries and
developing wholesome reading appetites closely
related to each of the great objectives of edu¬
cation and life*
5* By developing appreciation of fine music and
skill in singing, playing and dancing*
^
Martin H and Ester S* Netmeyer, op* eit*, p* 101*
^ Eugene T* Lies, " Leisure Challenges the School,** The
Journal of Health and Physical Education, V ( Nov* 1934), p* l8*
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4* By having children participate In games and sports
which may be easily continued in after years*
5* By providing experience in pleasant social life
through social activities and clubs*
6* By cultivating in children a love of the out-of
doors appreciation of flowers, animals, landscape,
sky and stars*
7. By giving children an opport\inlty to develop hob¬
bies in various creative fields as, gardening, me¬
chanics, applied arts, architecture and city plan¬
ning*
8* By making the school and its play fields the cen¬
ter and servant of a wholesome and satisfying
neighborhood life*
9* By calling attention to various recreational agen¬
cies and the value which they serve as, theaters,
concerts, libraries, radio periodicals^ newspapers,
musetims, parks, playgrotmd and travel*^
In Brooklyn, the Research Bureau of the New York Welfare
Council made an effort to find out how 1,659 girls from 12-16
years spent their time or wished to spend it* It was found out
that these girls favored activities such as athletics, outdoor
play, constructive activities and amusement* More girls said
that they preferred to spend their spare time reading than in
2
doing any other one thing*
Hsuina attempted to discover what type of activities
normally occupy the leisure of pupils at the secondary level.
His finds were as follows i
1* For eleven year old normal girls, the activities
which lead the list are : looking at the Sunday
Joy E. Morgan, " How Schools Enrich Leisure,” Recrea -
tlon, XXV ( January, 1932 ), p. 539*
® Henrietta Addition, " And What of Leisure," Journal
of Social Hygiene, XVI { June, 1930), pp* 321-334*
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funny paper, making candy, roller skating, swim¬
ming, volley ball, and gathering flowers*
2. For the seventeen year old group of normal girls,
the activities at the head of the list are :
sleigh, riding in an automobile, going to parties
or picnics, watching football games, basket-ball
games and listening to the radio*
3* There are twenty activities engaged in by over 50
per cent of each of these two groups, including
such activities as: going to the movies, playing
the piano for fun, reading fiction and listening
to stories*^
From his study, it appears that the kinds of leisure ac¬
tivities vary from age to age although there are some interests
and activities coxnmon to various age groups*
Studies made by Thrasher in Chicago, New York and other
American cities have led to the definite conclusion that the un¬
wise use of leisure time by young men from 16 to 20 years of




The school definitely has a responsibility for planning
for and giving guideuice to the child's leisure time activities*
The choices of the child by sex and age are to be considered in
in light of research findings* Further cooperation between
^ Ben M. Hazuia, " Leisure Time Activities of Normal and
Bright Children, " National Educational Association,XXIV ( Jan¬
uary, 1929 ), pp* 44-45*
2
Frederick Thrasher, " The Young Man and His LeisureJ
Recreation , XXVII ( January, 1934), pp* 466-489*
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home and community with the school Is a definite need*
CHAPTER V
COMMUNITY AGENCIES AND RECOMMENINITIONS
1
The recommendations of the American Youth Commission
stressed space, leadership, a definite year round program of
recreation activities both In the home and In the neighborhood,
and the education of parents and of the community to the values
of play as a vital force In child development. Some more spe¬
cific recommendations might be summarized as follows i
1« Recreation bo tinderstood to be of value to society
In that the welfare of society Is the sum of the welfare of
all Its members, and, also, that It reduces delinquency, and
heightens national strength and security,
2. Recreation be understood to have a further utili¬
tarian value to the Individual In contributing to his mental
health and physical fitness and to his social competence, and
In providing him with creative and cultural experience.
3. Recreation be acknowledged as good in Itself and
worthy of being sou^t for the satisfaction It gives.
4. The part of our recreational expenditures absorbed
by commercial Interest be recognized as dlsportlonate to the
role these agencies play In promoting the worthwhile use of
leisure and that the scope of non profit seeking recreation,
private as well as public, ought therefore be expanded.
^ C. Gilbert Wreim and D. L. Harley, Time on Their
Hands ( Washington, 1941), pp. 248-253.
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5* Every effort should be made to meet the standards
recommended by the National Recreation Association with refers
ence to the facilities and financial support of public recrea¬
tion program; In particular, the dearth of children's play¬
ground and playflelds should be remedied*
6« The Important fimctlons and unique advantages of pri¬
vate agencies with recreational Interests should be kept clear¬
ly In mind and the Immense amount of good will and voluntary
effort they represent should be recognized*
7. Private agencies should redouble their efforts to
bring lelstire services to the great mass of young people In
the under privileged sections of our population, with whom they
may have had relatively little contact*
8* A well rounded recreational program be developed for
youth In school, with emphasis upon creative and social activi¬
ties, but also affording every school youth the opportxinlty to
cultivate physical fitness through games, sports and outdoor
activities*
9* The schools provide guidance In the proper use of
the three great forms of commercial recreation reading, radio
and motion pictures*
10* The schools encoxirage their pupils to form recrea¬
tional Interests which will carry over Into adult life*
11* The schools make some provision for the vacation
time recreation of children by keeping the school playgrounds
40
open during the summer^ and where possible^ by conducting summer
camps. The cooperation of other public and private agencies
should be welcomed in providing a planned summer program.
12. The school accept a measure of responsibility to¬
ward out-of-school youth and toward all members of the com¬
munity by keeping in touch with former students by conducting a
program to meet their special needs, by encouraging the develop¬
ment of the family as a recreational unit, and by securing the
TnftTclTtnim community use of the school recreational facilities.
The Budget
In 1937^ Community Chest and Councils, Inc., the central
body representing social work agencies through out the country,
1
published Statistical Aids for Community Pleuining. This con¬
sisted of a number of selected standards and averages to assist
agencies in estixnatlng the relative level of his own community
in respect to certain services. Concerning parks and recreation,
the country was averaging f 1.56 per capita. The standard call¬
ed for # 3.00 per capita. In comparison to the country’s
average, GsQ.veston is $ 1.49 below the mark as relates to Ne¬
groes. In ccmiparison to the standard, Galr eston is :§ 2.93 per
capita below the mark as relates to the Negroes. If the Gal¬
veston Community War Chest makes Its 1945 goal and $ 4,000,00
is allocated for Negroes as proposed in the budget, the per
capita rate in Galveston would rise from 7 to 40 cents which
1
p. 246.
Lowell J. Carr, Delinquency Control ( New York,1941),
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means that Galveston would then he $ 1«16 below the average
and $ 2*60 below the standard as measured by the Conmiunlty
Chests and Cotinclls' report* It can easily be discerned that
the budget In Galveston must be greatly Increased If an ade¬
quate recreational program for Negroes Is to be realised.
Accepted social work standards demand that If we are
to cope with the problem we must, as the Coxmcll Indicates,
In nearly every community with a population of
8,000 or mors, have a man or woman who Is to give full
time to thinking, planning and working for the best
possible use of the leisure hours of men, women and
children* In every city there should be one play¬
ground worker to each 2,000 population* There should
be one acre of park playground, athletic fields, aaod
other recreation areas to each 100 population* There
should be one acre of play field to each 1,000 popu¬
lation* Each new school building should have a space
near or adjacent to It for the play of the children*
There should be as many Indoor swimming pools for com¬
munity use as there are high schools* There should be
one Indoor recreation center for each 200 population*^
Leadership
Leadership is a necessary cog In this community pro-
grcun* It, therefore, seems wise to set up certain criteria
that might guide our community In any further action as re¬
lates to this problem* The writer suggests that the first
step In our program to meet the need as pictured In this study
Is to see that paid, full time, competent leadership be em¬
ployed* It is important that we recognize the fact that no.one
Coiramxnity Chests and Coxmcils, Inc*, Statistical Aids
for Community Planning ( New York, 1957), p* 24*
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on the level of personal dominance can command the complicated
and continuing coordination of activity that is necessary to
control our problem#
Three characteristics seem to distingp.ish coordinating
committees, namely, (1) concern with the coordinating of spe¬
cific activities, not merely with the coordination of attitudes
and policies, (2) a dominating interest in dellpquency control,
and (3) a lay membership with the determination to do something
about community problems*
Out of wide experience. Beam makes the following sug¬
gestions relative to committee meetings :
1* The committee leaders should be thoughtful, pain-
taking and scientific in making plans.
2. Judgments should be sound*
3* Opinions of all members should be welcomed.
4* The chairman should be sincere in welcoming cri¬
ticism of his proposals*
5* Adequate time should be given for full discussion
of proposals before they are voted on*
6* After a plan is put on operation the committee
should be given full reports regarding its suc¬
cess or failure*
7* No important information should be concealed*
8* New Ideas, suggestions, and plans should be en¬
couraged and time should be alloted for the same
at each meeting*
9* Every committee member should be given some respon¬
sibility*
10* Credit and appreciation should always be given to
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the person or organization that plays an Important
part in the committee program.^
Any attempt to control deviant behavior presupposes
the attempt to meet the ordinary demands of human nature. Speci*>
fically, this means decent reasonably secure home life, ade¬
quate housing and adequate space for play. This, also, means
there should be provided an efficient police service, proba¬
tion department with a moral atmosphere conducive to fairness
as well as a school system that is doing something to equip
youth for real life situations, and churches that are actually
engaged in conununity work.
There are four kinds of recreational opportunities that
nearly all the children should have in greater degree. These
are:
1. Opportunities to participate in games, sports and
all other out-door activities.
2. Opportvinlties for fuller social life.
3. Opport\mities for creative experiences.
4. Opportimities for recreation at home.
These categories are not mutually exclusive. Activities that
are primarily physical in nature may have distinct social and
intellectual value. Likewise social recreation may involve con¬
siderable physical activity.
One of the soundest principles for developing a program
of recreation is to build upon what you already have. When the
Kenneth Beam, " Community Coordlnatlorv" Report of a
National Survey of Coordinating and Neighborhood Councils^
(Washington, 1937;, pp. 48-49.
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comraunlty has determined in which direction it needs to expand
its leisure services for children it must start out from
where it is in the way of organization and facilities. It,
therefore, needs to preface its prospective expansion with a
study of what it now has in this line. It may seem odd that
a formal study should be required in order to acquaint the com¬
munity with the identity and resources of the agencies that
seek to assist its yoimg people to occupy their spare time*
None of these agencies has any reason for wishing to re¬
main unknown. They all draw their clientele from the public and
depend upon the public for support. It is a pathetic, yet, hope¬
ful fact that in every community there are many tinused or part¬
ly used facilities that might be employed to enrich the leisure
of young people.
The writer wishes to suggest four institutions as a
starting point for the out-of-school activities of the Negro
boys and girls in Galveston, Texas. It is not suggested that
these institutions assvime the financial aspects of such a pro¬
gram. The writer feels that the financing of such a program is
a city responsibility or it may be done through various insti¬
tutions which obtain their resources from the Community Chest,
The following institutions may be used to great advan¬
tage in the program in this community: (1) the schools, (2)the
churches, (3) Palm Terrace and Bay View Housing Projects, and
(4) the Wright Cuney Park,
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The School
The school is the Institution in the community that
comes in contact with all the children. Moreover, it has a
personnel trained to meet the needs of children and to condi¬
tion them to better living. It is impossible here to call
attention to the many responsibilities of the school as re¬
lates to maladjustment of youth. However, we might call atten¬
tion to what some enterprising school officials are doing
through-out the country to meet the needs of these boys and
girls. Various methods have been employed, ranging from the
provisions of specialized services for exceptional children as
in the Monteflore special school for problem children in Chica¬
go, Illinois; the Blnet school of Newark, New Jersey, to the
visiting teachers of Rochester, New York, Cincinnati, Ohio and
1
other cities.
The work of Donald DuShane, Superintendent of Public
Schools, Columbus, Indiana, is an outstanding example of the
2
part the school can play in the program of this study. In
addition to many other services, DuShane used the school fa¬
cilities for physical education in the community-wide program
of organization and prevention. This program was ultimately
financed by the School Board, the Recreational Commission, and
a voltintarily supported private agency. The school, the juve-
Lowell J. Carr, ” Teaching the School as a Major Social
Institution," 11th Year Book of Elementary School Principals ,
( Michigan, 1939 ), p. 24. '
2«Ibld.S p. 27.
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nile court, the churches, sejrvice clubs, chamber of commerce
and city council all worked together to meet the problem of
young people in Columbus, Indiana, under the supervision of
Donald DuShane*
The resources of the school for a community program
of this nature may be divided Into two^ groups : (1) internal
resources, and (2) external resources. For this purpose we are
Interested in the external. The external resources are those
which are not a part of the child’s daily program. Equipment,
administrative machinery, and personnel are a part of these
resources. The capital Invested in the equipment of a school
>■
is great enough to warrant its receiving maximum use. Pro¬
fessor L. J. Carr has figured out that the Interest at 4 per
cent on a million dollars is a hundred and nine dollars a
1
day, or $ 27.42 for the six hours from four to ten p.m. It
is common sense not to keep so great an investment idle for the
lack of a few dollars worth of light, heat and Janitor service.
The conclusions which may be drawn concerning the roll of the
school in this out-of-school program are: (1) in the activi¬
ties dealing with the child the school should take the leader¬
ship and (2) the school has the equipment and personnel to be
of wide value to the community.
Lowell J. Carr, " Teaching the School as a Major
Social Institution," 11th Year Book of Elementary School
Principals, ( Michigan, 1939), p. 28.
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The Church
The church was at one time a leading recreational
center for young people and It still occupies a significant
place In the leisure of many of them* Because of Its In¬
fluence with the total c(snmunlty and Its equipment; namely,
the church hall, basement and cooking facilities. It should
be utilized to Its fullest extent*
The great function of the church seems to be to
serve the non-exceptlonal majority; however, it seems possi¬
ble that the church could do more In a program of delln^ency
control* All ministers have exhorted bad boys and girls to
change their ways, but the thing of importance here is, what
can and will the churches do beyond exhorting*
Housing Projects
Palm Terrace and Bay View Housing Projects have many
possibilities and should be developed to the fullest extent.
The projects have their own playgrounds and community halls,
but lack an organized program and leadership* With the aid of
the City Recreational Department, these playgroxinds could be
equipped and used to the advantage of the entire area. Palm
Terrace Housing Project has been occupied for fourteen months
and Bay View Homes less than one year* The Galveston Housing
Authorities mentioned the appointment of recreational workers,
but these have not been employed, as yet*
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Wright Cuney Park
Wright Ciiney Park should present the least conflicting
element in the entire program as this park is controlled sole¬
ly by the city, Wright Cuney Park was named in honor of the
late Wright Cuney, an outstanding labor leader in this city.
This park was given to the Negroes in 1943. The recreation in
this park was under the supervision of volunteer workers until
1945, when a part-time recreational worker was employed.
The City
It seems apparent that the role of the city govern¬
ment in relation to the control of deviant behavior is very
broad. Local governments for many years have tried to con¬
trol deviant behavior by repression and punitive measures',
but are beginning to realize that they must concern them¬
selves with providing facilities that are more preventive and
constructive in nature. To do this the city budget must be
extended greatly if any tangible results are to be expected.
Recommendations
At least one baseball diamond should be provided
for each of the three areas in this study. Since 54 per
cent of the Negro population live in Area 11 and the neces¬
sary finance is lacking, it is suggested that one combination
skating rink and dancing pavlllion be provided for this area.
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It is concluded that the recreational leaders attempt
to organize small group activities, such as a baseball lea¬
gue and other similar activities*
CHA-PTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study of the recreational interests and needs of
Negro children in Galveston, Texas, reveals that :
!• The reading of wholesome literature among boys and
girls needs further stimulation by teachers, librarians and re¬
creational leaders.
2. There is a general Interest in baseball, swimming,
skating and dancing.
3. Participation in group activities is not generally
popular.
4. There is a lack of participation in hobbies.
5. There is a great amount of participation in attend¬
ing movies and in church attendance; hence, offers a challenge
to the leaders of the community to attempt some sort of control
on our movie houses as to type of shows shown to youths and,al¬
so, offers a challenge to our churches to set up an effective
” youth centered " program of activities.
6. The fact that 64.4 per cent of our boys and 46.2
per cent of our girls are tmchaperoned as couples and the fact
that the facilities for providing wholesome recreation for chil¬
dren is limited to the church, school, and movies, indicate a
great need for more desirable places to meet for gathering





la Name * Sex Ageaaa*
Address Telephone
11# (1) Reading as an Interest ( Check from the following list
the type reading you enjoy during your leisure hooirs)#
(I Natural Science (} Technical Science 0 Drama (} Prose
() Poetry () Social Science C) Biography () Novels#
(2) My favorite types of Novels are t
0 Detective () Adventure () Social () Scientific () His¬
torical 0 Fairy () Tragic () Patriotic () Descriptive
0 Romantic#
(3) Check the kind of news Items which Interest you most :
0 Foreign () Sports () Local () Domestic () Educational
() Business () Advertisement (} Miscellaneous (} Stories#
(4) Who lead you to read the above books and magazines ?
0 Teachers () Friends () Parents () Elder brother or sis¬
ter 0 Your own Interest#
(5) List your favorite magazines :
1 2 3
(6) Hoiirs spent per week In leisure time reading
Ill# Sport activities ( Check the ones In which you participate
outside of class hours )#
() Tennis () Dancing (} Swimming
(} Skating O Baseball () Track and field events
() Bicycle riding () Volley BallO Basketball
() Table Tennis () Others ()
IV, Group Activities ( Check the ones In which you participate)
(} Student Government () Music Club () Art Club
() Literary Society () Dramatic Club() Glee Club
() Parties () Orchestra () Band
() Other Clubs ;






0 Visiting () Sewing () Photography
() Cooking () Reading (} Collecting Stamps
(} Others () (}
Vacation and Holiday Experiences :
(1.) Have you taken trips or hikes recently? Yes ... No...
(2) Have you attended concerts recently ? Yes.... No ...
(3) Have you attended picnics recently ? Yes... No...
(4) Have you attended parties recently ? Yes... No...
(5) What do you do on Saturday and Sunday afternoons ?
What are some of the activities that you would like to par¬
ticipate in but find no provisions made for them ?
Does your father work ? If so his hours are
Does your mother work ? If so her hours are
( Girls) Do you receive company ? Yes No
((Boys) Do you take girls out ? Yes No
When you have company where do you go most frequently ?
1. 0 Stay hone
2. () Movies
7. () Others
3. () Church 5. (} Parties
4. () Taverns 6. () Clubs
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